Global Leader of Interactive Solutions

Innovation & Quality
Pioneer and leader in touchscreen technology manufacturing

Experience
50 years of creating reliable interactive solutions

Technology
Robust interactive solutions with flexibility across designs.

Service & Support
As a known trusted partner, top tier industrial device manufacturers rely on Elo.

Markets Served
Elo’s products easily integrate into any industrial device.

- Workstation
- Product Line Automation
- Inventory Management
- Warehousing
- Commercial Kitchen
- Control Panel
- Dashboarding
- Fitness Equipment

Create Custom Solutions with Elo

Concept
Definition
Design
Validation
Industrialize
Production

Products for Every Level of Integration

From design and engineering to prototyping and production, partner with Elo experts to create your industrial device.

- Touchscreens & Controllers 7” to 86”
- Touchscreen Display Modules 7” to 32”
- Open Frames 10” to 55”
- Monitors 7” to 27”
- Powerful Compute (Android, Windows & Linux)
- AiO Touchscreen Computers 10” to 65”